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In Resident Evil 4, special agent Leon S. Kennedy is sent on a mission to rescue the U.S. Presidents
daughter who has been kidnapped. Finding his way to a rural village in Europe, he faces new threats that

are a departure from the traditional lumbering zombie enemies of the earlier instalments in the series.
Leon battles horrific new creatures infested by a new threat called Las Plagas and faces off against an
aggressive group of enemies including mind-controlled villagers that are tied to Los Illuminados, the

mysterious cult which is behind the abduction. The Ultimate HD Edition of Resident Evil 4 was developed
in response to the poor quality of the initial 2007 PC port from Sourcenext. This port was based off the

2011 HD version of the game on Xbox 360 developed by AQ Interactive, which in turn was based off the
2007 Wii edition with the extra content from the PlayStation 2 port. [1] It also features alternative color

filter options, some improved HD textures, keyboard and mouse support, and the ability to play the game
at 60 or 30 FPS. The game, however, is originally designed around a 30 FPS cap, and various issues, both
minor and major, can occur when playing at 60 FPS; see Issues unresolved for details. Mouse controls are
also a hit-or-miss; some players reported the mouse aiming worked fine while others experience issues

such as slow mouse movement and unresponsiveness, possibly to the extent of being unplayable. [2] [3]
[4] A controller is recommended in situations where mouse controls are not playable. Unfortunately, the
low-quality PlayStation 2 FMV sequences are also carried over in the Separate Ways campaign and a few

other scenarios in this port. [5] There were some other issues initially with this port, but some of them
have been addressed with patches. [6] [7]
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